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ABSTRACT

The optical fractionator is a design-based t\vo-stage systematic sampling method that is
used to estimate the number of cells in populations that are too large to count exhaustively. It
counts the cells found in optical disectors that have been systematically sampled in serial
sections. Computer simulation was used to investigate three methods for estimating the
coefficient of error (CE), the precision of a population size estimate, obtained from a single
optical fractionator sample. The methods were: the original estimation equation of Gundersen
and Jensen (1987), its nugget effect modification (West et al., 1996), and the method of
Scheaffer, Mendenhall, and Ott (1996), which has not been used in stereology. It is difficult to
evaluate the estimated precision of population cell count estimates by using biological tissue
samples. They do not pennit a comparison of an estimated CE with the true CE. Computer
simulation does permit such comparisons while avoiding the observational biases inherent in
\vorking with biological tissue. The estimated CE’s were evaluated in tests of three types of
non-random cell population distribution and one random cell population distribution. The
non-random population distributions varied according to both section and disector location
\vithin the section. Two were sinusoidal and one was linearly increasing; in all three there was
a 6-fold difference between the high and low intensities, i.e., expected cell counts per disector.
The sinusoidal distributions produced either a peak or a depression of cell i11tensity at the
center of the simulated region. The linear cell intensity gradually increased from the
beginning to the end ofthe region that contained the cells. The random population distribution
had constant cell intensity over the region. A test condition was defined by its population
distribution, the period between consecutive sampled sections and the spacing between
consecutive sampled disectors. There were 1,000 trials of each test condition. In each trial
were calculated the true CE of the expected cell count estimate and the three CE estimates
obtained by applying the SMO and botl1 GJ equations to single t\vo-stage systematic samples.
The estimated CE’s were compared with the true CE’s for all the population distributions. The
CE estimates obtained by the SMO estimator were found to be closer to the true CE’s a11d had
less scatter than those of the nugget-modified GJ estimator. Both had small positive bias and
comparable scatter. The CE estimates obtained by the unmodified GJ estimator exhibited
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large negative bias and large scatter. I11 all the population distributions tested, the average true

CE \vas very nearly proportional to 1/,/OT , where OT is the average number of sampled cells.

Key words: computer simulation, optical fractionator, nugget effect, optical disector, cell
count estimate precision, systematic sampling.

INTRODUCTION

In biological tissue, such as brain, cell populations are often large and dispersed
through a region of interest that must be viewed in serial sections. A determination of the
number of cells within the region is not practical by exhaustive counting throughout the
sections. Instead, the proper approach is to estimate the population cell count by stereological
statistical sampling techniques. Among them are random and systematic sampling (Scheaffer
et. al., 1996). Ofthe two, systematic sampling is often more appropriate. It is unbiased and in
this setting it can often yield more precise population cell count estimates for a given amount
of sampling. Because ofthis it can reduce, relative to simple random sampling, the number of
samples required to achieve a desired precision in the population cell count estimate.

In design based stereology the systematic sampling procedure is referred to as the
fractionator (Gundersen, 1986, Gundersen et. al., 1988). It takes place in two stages and is
therefore called two-stage systematic sampling. The first stage consists of a systematic sample
of the K serial sections that contain the cell population whose count is being estimated. The
sequence is subdivided into subsequences of k sections. Systematic sampling begins at a
randomly selected initial section within the first srrbsequence. It continues by sampling every
kth until there are no more sections left to sample. The second stage is carried out within each
of the sections that were selected for sampling in the first stage. It consists of counting the
cells within a systematic sample of equally sized optical disectors that are systematically
spaced over the section’s area (West and Gundersen, 1990). Sampling begins at a randomly
selected initial location ofthe plane that defines the location of the first disector and continues
by sampling consecutive, evenly spaced disectors within the region of interest.

The population cell count in the region ofinterest is estimated by multiplying the total
disector cell count by a scale factor (West et al., 1991, Equation l). The scale factor takes into
account the fiaction of a section that a set of disectors has sampled and the fi'action of sections
that have been so sampled. In our simulation, each section was constructed to contain an
integral number, J, of contiguous disectors, which were then subdivided into subsequences ofj
disectors each. Sampling begins at a randomly selected disector within the first subsequence
and continues with a period ofj until all selected disectors are sampled.

It is crucial to the estimation of population cell count that the precision ofthe estimate
be known or estimated with acceptable accuracy. In stereology, the precision of a fractionator-
based estimate of a population cell count is gauged by the estimate’s coefficient of error, CE.
The defining equation for the true CE is then (Cruz-Olive, 1990):

cranit) : [vm~(1i1)]'” /N (1)
Here N is the estimate of N, the true population cell count. In statistical theory the CE

is known as the “coefficient of variation”. In practical situations N will usually not be known
exactly because of its large size. In simulation studies, such as the one conducted here, it can
be specified exactly.




















